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Abstract 
A lossless compression scheme for coding color-indexed 
images is proposed in this paper. This two-stage scheme first 
turns the index map of a color-indexed image into a new index 
map each element of which serves as an index to a 
pixel-dependently reordered version of the palette. 
Consequently, it reduces the zero-order entropy and the energy 
of the index map and removes the spatial correlation among 
pixels significantly. A matching coding scheme is then 
exploited to encode the new index map effectively. Simulation 
results show that the proposed compression scheme is superior 
to other state-of-art lossless compression schemes for coding 
color-indexed images in terms of compression performance. 

I. Introduction 
A color-indexed image is represented with a color index 

map each element of which serves as an index to select a color 
from a predefined set of colors called palette to represent the 
color of a pixel in the image[1]. Two completely different 
colors can be of similar index values in a palette. Hence, it is 
always a challenging task to compress a color-indexed image as 
the compression must be lossless and predictive coding 
techniques are generally not effective to predict an index based 
on the spatial correlation of the index map.  

A new lossless compression scheme for coding 
color-indexed images is proposed in this paper. This scheme 
can be decomposed into two stages. In stage 1, it raster scans the 
image to be encoded and, on the fly, reassigns indices to palette 
colors pixel by pixel adaptively based on the predicted color of 
the current pixel and an updated statistical study of the 
processed image pixels. As a result, it produces an index map of 
very low zero-order entropy, little energy and little spatial 
correlation. In stage 2, the resultant index map is further 
decomposed into a number of holey binary bit planes and then 
each of them is encoded with a context-based binary arithmetic 
coder. Simulation results show that the performance of the 
proposed compression scheme outperforms the other 
state-of-art lossless compression schemes in terms of output bit 
rate[2-11]. 

Some preliminary results of this work were reported in [12]. 
In contrast to the scheme presented in [12], the compression 
scheme presented in this paper builds extra context-based 
probability models and merges them adaptively such that one 
can assign a smaller index value to a more likely palette color 
when processing a pixel. Besides, it decomposes the output 
index plane into binary bit planes based on the index value 
instead of the bit significance and adopts a matched binary 

coding scheme. With such advancements, it further reduces the 
average bit rate of a compression output by 0.4 bits per pixel. 

II. Pixel-wise Palette Reordering  
Stage 1 of the proposed coding scheme is inspired by the 

palette reordering methods. Since the index assignment of the 
palette is pixel-dependent, the proposed reordering method 
used in this stage is referred to as pixel-wise palette reordering 
method (PPR) so as to discriminate it from the conventional 
palette reordering methods in which a palette of fixed index 
assignment is designed for all pixels to share. 

A.  Algorithm 

Let the input color-indexed image be X and the associated 
palette be Ω={ kcv |k=0,1…M-1}, where M is the size of the 
palette and kcv  is the kth palette color in Ω. Without loss of 
generality, we assume all kcv  in Ω are sorted according to their 
luminance and 0cv  (i.e. k=0) is the one of the minimum 
luminance. Note that this criterion can be easily satisfied 
through an initialization process. This sorted palette is used as a 
reference palette in the codec. 

Based on the index map of X, a full-color image can be 
constructed with palette Ω. The image is raster scanned and 
processed. For each pixel, the intensity values of its three color 
components are individually predicted with their own 
corresponding color planes by using the MED predictor used in 
JPEG-LS[13].   

Suppose the prediction results of the red, the green and the 
blue color components of the current pixel (i,j) are, respectively, 
r(i,j), g(i,j) and b(i,j). In vector form, the prediction result of 
pixel (i,j) is ),,(),,((),( jigjirjiv =

v  )),( jib . ),( jivv  is then 
color quantized with palette Ω. In practice, the quantization 
result could be different from the original color of pixel (i,j). 
Without loss of generality, we assume that the quantization 
result and the original color of pixel (i,j) are, respectively, the 
pth and the rth palette colors in Ω. For the purpose of reference, 
they are denoted as  pcv  and rcv   respectively. 

In the proposed reordering method, statistics about the 
frequency of the occurrence of specific events are collected 
when processing the image such that the scheme can learn from 
the experience to improve its reordering performance 
adaptively. Specifically, we build five simple probability 
models and then merge them to form a combined probability 
model. Five separate tables are constructed for building these 
five probability models. 
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The first table {Td(m,n)|m,n=0,1…M-1} is referred to as 
discrepancy frequency table (DF-Table) as its entry Td(m,n) 
records the occurrences of encountering a pixel whose 
quantized predicted color and real color are, respectively, mcv  
and ncv  up to the moment when pixel (i,j) is processed. With 
this table, the conditional probability that kcv  is the real color of 
pixel (i,j) given that pcv  is the quantized predicted color of the 
pixel can then be estimated as  

)|(Pp pk = ),(T/),(T 1-
0 upkp d

M
ud =Σ    

for  k=0,1…M-1  (1).  

All Td(m,n) values are initialized to 1 at the very beginning and 
the DF-table is updated after a pixel is processed. 

The other four tables, which are denoted as {TN(m,n)| 
m,n=0,1…M-1}, {TW(m,n)|m,n=0,1…M-1}, {TNW(m,n)| m,n= 
0,1…M-1} and {TNE(m,n)|m,n=0,1…M-1}, are constructed to 
reflect how likely that a particular color in Ω is the real color of 
a pixel when the color of one of the four processed connected 
neighbors (i.e. the northern, the western, the northwestern and 
the northeastern) of the pixel is given. For example, 
{TN(m,n)|m,n=0,1…M-1} records the occurrences of 
encountering a pixel whose northern neighbor’s real color is 

mcv  while its own real color is ncv  up to the moment when pixel 
(i,j) is processed. Entry values of all these tables are also 
initialized to 1 at the very beginning and all tables are updated 
after a pixel is processed.  

Without loss of generality, here we assume that the real 
colors of pixels (i,j-1), (i-1,j-1), (i-1,j)  and (i-1,j+1) are, 
respectively, the r1

th, the r2
th, the r3

th and the r4
th palette colors in 

Ω. Based on the four tables, four additional context-based 
probability models can then be derived as  

)|(P 1c1 rk = ),(T/),(T 1
1-
01 urkr W

M
uW =Σ  

)|(P 2c2 rk = ),(T/),(T 2
1-
02 urkr NW

M
uNW =Σ  

)|(P 3c3 rk = ),(T/),(T 3
1-
03 urkr N

M
uN =Σ  

)|(P 4c4 rk = ),(T/),(T 4
1-
04 urkr NE

M
uNE =Σ  

for  k=0,1…M-1   (2). 
Each of them tells how likely that kcv  is the real color of pixel 
(i,j) when the real color of a particular neighbor of pixel (i,j) is 
given. 

In our approach, when assigning a new color index to a 
palette color, probability models )|(Pp pk , )|(P 1c1 rk , 

)|(P 2c2 rk , )|(P 3c3 rk   and )|(P 4c4 rk  are merged to form a 
single probability model to determine the likeliness that the 
concerned palette color is the real color of the pixel currently 
processed. In particular, the combined probability model is 
given as 

)(/)()( 1-
0 uLkLkP M

u=Σ=        for k=0,1…M-1    (3),  

where 
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for k=0,1…M-1   (4).  
Weighting factors 0w , 1w , 2w , 3w  and 4w  are used to weight 
the contribution of the five probability models according to 
their significance in the merging. The determination of their 
values will be discussed in the following section. The larger the 
value of L(k), the more likely that kcv  is the real color of pixel 
(i,j).  

It is possible that some neighbors of pixel (i,j) are out of the 
image boundary. In that case, corresponding items are removed 
from eqn. (4) when computing L(k). For example, when one 
processes a pixel on the left boundary of an image, the western 
and the northwestern neighbors are missing and hence eqn. (4) 
becomes L(k)= ),(T0 kpw d + ),(T 33 krw N + ),(T 44 krw NE . 

Once L(k) is determined for pixel (i,j), the colors in palette Ω 
are adaptively reordered based on L(k). In particular, kcv ’s are 
sorted according to the values of L(k) for k=0,1…M-1 in 
descending order. If there exist two different colors lcv  and dcv  
such that L(l)=L(d), lcv  and dcv  will be sorted according to their 
Euclidean distances to pcv . The closer one is put in front of the 

other. If they are still not distinguishable, their order will be 
determined by their ranking in reference palette Ω. 

The position of  rcv  in the newly reordered queue can be 
used as an index to the queue and is used to represent the pixel 
in the output of the reordering method.  Note the queue forms a 
transient version of palette Ω. After processing this pixel, 
Td(p,r), TW(r1,r), TNW(r2,r), TN(r3,r) and TNE(r4,r) are 
incremented by 1 to update the frequency count of 
corresponding events.  If necessary, weighting factors lw  for 
l=0,1,..4 can also be updated accordingly. The algorithm 
proceeds to process next pixel in the scanning path by repeating 
the same procedures until all pixels are processed.   

In the decoder, to decode a pixel, the same process is carried 
out to determine the same transient version of palette Ω. As 
soon as the index for the pixel is received, it can be used to fetch 
the corresponding color in the transient version of palette Ω to 
reconstruct (i) a color index map all elements of which share a 
single palette of fixed assignment of color indices such as Ω, or 
even (ii) the full-color image directly.  

B. Determination of weighting factors lw  

Weighting factors lw  for l=0,1,..4 can be adjusted 
according to a cost function to favor the models that provide 
better performance after assigning a new color index to the 
color of the pixel being processed.  

In particular, the cost function of the combined probability 
model P(k) can be defined as 

J ( ))(/)(log)(log 1-
022 uLrLrP M

u=Σ−=−=  

 ( ) )(log)(log 2
1-
02 rLuLM

u −Σ= =     (5), 
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which can be regarded as the estimated information contained 
in the color index of pixel (i,j). Accordingly, J will be the 
optimal codeword length with respect to the combined 
probability model for coding the color index directly.  

J should be minimized with respect to lw  with the 
restriction that lw ≥0 for all l=0,1…4.  To achieve this, in our 
proposal, all weights are initialized as lw =1 and adjusted along 
the cost gradient with gradient descent method to reduce J as 
follows.  
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The step size ln2 in eqn.(6) is selected to compensate for the 
factor 1/ln2 that appears in eqn.(7), which helps to reduce the 
realization effort of eqn.(6). 

III. Coding of Reindexed Indexed Maps 
To achieve a higher compression ratio, the reindexed index 

map is decomposed into M-1 bit planes as follows. 
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for k=0,1,…M-2 (8) 
where ),( jiBk  is the (i,j)th element of the kth bit plane and 

),( jiI  is the new index value of pixel (i,j).  
Starting from k=0, bit planes are gradually constructed as k 

increases. Once a bit plane is defined, its bits are raster scanned 
and encoded with context-based entropy coding. In other 
words, bit planes of lower k values are encoded first. If ),( jiBk  
is a don’t care bit, there must be ),( jiBl =0 for a particular l<k 
and hence it need not be encoded. As a consequence, the bits 
left behind to be encoded form a holey binary bit-plane kB . 

Each holey binary bit-plane kB  is encoded with a 
context-based binary arithmetic coder. Figure 1 shows the 

general form of the context templates used in the proposed 
coding scheme. It is possible that the binary context of ),( jiBk  
contains some don’t care pixel bits when ),( jiBk  is encoded 
with context-based entropy coding. In that case, the don’t care 
bits are filled with 0.  

As the value of k gets larger, there are more don’t care bits in 
bit plane kB  and, accordingly, the context template covers 
more don’t care bits when it moves around. To avoid context 
dilution problem, a context template of smaller size is used to 
encode a bit plane of larger k.  

As shown in Figure 1, the pixel positions of the context 
template are numbered. Instead of using all template locations, 
only first L positions are used, where L is a function defined as  

⎡ ⎤)1(log9 2 +−= kL ,  for k=0,1,…M-2  (9). 

In the suggested binary arithmetic coder, the forgetting 
factor α and the biasing constant Δ for updating the conditional 
probability of having bit ‘1’, P(1|context), are, respectively, 
0.985 and 0.006. In particular, the probability of having bit ‘1’ 
when the context is binary pattern i again is updated by 

)2/()()|1( Δ+Δ+== ii stipatternbinarycontextP    
for   i=0,1…4095   (10) 

where it  and is  are updated whenever a context of binary 
pattern i is encountered using  
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The initial values of it  and is  are, respectively, 1 and 2 for all 
context patterns i.  

 
Fig 1  The context template used in our bit-plane coding scheme. 

IV. Simulation Results 
Simulations were carried out to evaluate the performance of 

the proposed coding scheme. To have a fair comparison with 
the performance of other state-of-art lossless coding schemes, 
all the testing images used in the simulations were obtained 
from the ftp site ftp://ftp.ieeta.pt/~ap/images. They are 
organized into 7 groups: (1) a set of 18 synthetic images 
referred to as Synthetic, (2)-(4) 6-, 7- and 8-bit color-quantized 
versions of image set Natural1 which contains 23 natural 
images in the “Kodak” database, and (5)-(7) 6-, 7- and 8-bit 
color-quantized versions of image set Natural2 which contains 
12 popular natural images.  

Table 1 lists the compression performance achieved by 
various lossless compression schemes for coding color-indexed 
images in terms of bits per pixel (bpp). Among these evaluated 
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compression schemes, [3], [4] and [7] are based on 
conventional palette reordering. Their outputs can be encoded 
with either JPEG-LS or JPEG-2000. Table 1 shows the results 
using JPEG-LS as JPEG-LS generally provides a better 
compression performance than JPEG-2000. 

Each figure in the table shows the weighted average of a 
particular testing image group. To compute the weighted 
average of a group, the bpp value of each compressed testing 
image in the group is weighted by the ratio of the number of the 
image’s pixels to the total number of pixels of all images in the 
group, and then all weighted bpp values in the group are 
summed. The proposed method outperforms the others in all 
situations. 

V. Conclusions 
A pixel-wise palette reordering method is proposed in this 

paper to reshape the statistical properties of the index map of a 
color-indexed image. This method scans the index map pixel by 
pixel. At each pixel, it adaptively reorders the colors in the 
image palette and then replaces the pixel’s original index in the 
index map with the position of the pixel’s color in the reordered 
palette as the new index. Eventually it generates a new index 
map each element of which serves as an index to a 
pixel-dependently reordered version of the palette. The 
resultant index map contains very low zero-order entropy and 
energy. Besides, most of the spatial correlation among pixels 
can be removed in the new index map. 

A dedicated coding scheme is also proposed to encode the 
outputs of the proposed pixel-wise palette reordering methods. 
Both bit-plane coding and entropy coding techniques are 
exploited to make a good use of the statistical properties of the 
reindexed index maps. Simulation results reveal that the coding 
performance of the proposed approach is better than other 
state-of-art lossless image compression schemes when coding 
color-indexed images.  
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